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ABSTRACT

Context. An accurate characterization of the known exoplanet population is key to understanding the origin and evolution of planetary
systems. Determining true planetary masses through the radial velocity (RV) method is expected to experience a great improvement
thanks to the availability of ultra-stable echelle spectrographs.
Aims. We took advantage of the extreme precision of the new-generation echelle spectrograph ESPRESSO to characterize the
transiting planetary system orbiting the G2V star K2-38 located at 194 pc from the Sun with V � 11.4. This system is particularly
interesting because it could contain the densest planet detected to date.
Methods. We carried out a photometric analysis of the available K2 photometric light curve of this star to measure the radius of
its two known planets, K2-38b and K2-38c, with Pb = 4.01593� 0.00050 d and Pc = 10.56103� 0.00090 d, respectively. Using 43
ESPRESSO high-precision RV measurements taken over the course of 8 months along with the 14 previously published HIRES RV
measurements, we modeled the orbits of the two planets through a Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis, signi�cantly improving their
mass measurements.
Results. Using ESPRESSO spectra, we derived the stellar parameters, Te� = 5731� 66, log g= 4.38� 0.11 dex, and
[Fe/H] = 0:26� 0.05 dex, and thus the mass and radius of K2-38, M? = 1.03+0:04

�0:02 M� and R? = 1.06+0:09
�0:06 R�. We determine new

values for the planetary properties of both planets. We characterize K2-38b as a super-Earth with RP = 1.54� 0.14 R� and
Mp = 7.3+1:1

�1:0 M�, and K2-38c as a sub-Neptune with RP = 2.29� 0.26 R� and Mp = 8.3+1:3
�1:3 M�. Combining the radius and mass

measurements, we derived a mean density of �p = 11.0+4:1
�2:8 g cm�3 for K2-38b and �p = 3.8+1:8

�1:1 g cm�3 for K2-38c, con�rming K2-38b
as one of the densest planets known to date.
Conclusions. The best description for the composition of K2-38b comes from an iron-rich Mercury-like model, while K2-38c is
better described by a rocky-model with H2 envelope. The maximum collision stripping boundary shows how giant impacts could be
the cause for the high density of K2-38b. The irradiation received by each planet places them on opposite sides of the radius valley.
We �nd evidence of a long-period signal in the RV time-series whose origin could be linked to a 0.25�3 MJ planet or stellar activity.

Key words. techniques: radial velocities � techniques: photometric � instrumentation: spectrographs � stars: individual: K2-38 �
planets and satellites: detection � planets and satellites: composition

? The ESPRESSO RVs used in this paper are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/641/A92
?? Based (in part) on Guaranteed Time Observations collected at the European Southern Observatory under ESO programmes1102.C-0744,

112.C-0958, and 1104.C-0350 by the ESPRESSO Consortium.
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1. Introduction

The total number of known exoplanets keeps increasing every
day. With main contributions from the transit and radial velocity
(RV) methods, the number of detections has already surpassed
the 4000 landmark. Despite this promising evolution in terms of
detection, the characterization of these objects is a matter that
has not been addressed with the same level of success. From
the large sample of con�rmed extrasolar planets, only �20%
have the true dynamical mass measured (this fraction increases
up to �40% when including projected mass M sin i determina-
tions), and only �10% of the complete sample have a published
measurement of their density coming from mass and radius
values with uncertainties lower than 25%1. This limits studies
about planetary formation or the atmospheric characterization
of transiting planets, for which a precise mass measurement is
required.

Using the sample of known transiting planets, several stud-
ies have been conducted to investigate the mass-radius relation
for exoplanets, taking into account the role of the �ux received
from the star (Enoch et al. 2012; Kane & Gelino 2012; Weiss
et al. 2013; Chen & Kipping 2017; Bashi et al. 2017; Ulmer-Moll
et al. 2019) and also their bulk composition (Swift et al. 2012;
Dorn et al. 2015, 2017). These studies about the formation and
evolution of exoplanetary systems have shown that planet radii
increase with the mass in the case of low-mass planets, while
these two quantities present a constant or even negative relation
for high-mass planets (higher than 100 M�). In the lower-mass
region, we found the two most common types of planets in our
galaxy: super-Earths and sub-Neptunes. One of the most rel-
evant differences that separates these two types of planets in
close-in orbits is the existence of radius valley between them
(Owen & Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013; Chen & Rogers 2016;
Fulton et al. 2017). The theoretical models predict evaporation
effects on planets under high levels of irradiance from their host
star (Lammer et al. 2003; Hubbard et al. 2007; Ehrenreich &
DØsert 2011; Owen & Jackson 2012), which has been already
constrained in terms of the planetary binding energy (Lopez et al.
2012; Lissauer et al. 2013; Owen & Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney
2014). These effects can turn into atmosphere and mass losses,
especially for planets with a short orbital period (Baraffe et al.
2004; Murray-Clay et al. 2009; Lopez et al. 2012). This phe-
nomenon explains the lower frequency of low-density planets at
a short distance to their parent star (Owen & Wu 2013). Further-
more, a higher incident �ux (along with other heating effects)
can produce an increase in the planet radii (Guillot et al. 1996).
The radius gap indicates that for a certain level of insolation �ux,
the more massive planets are able to maintain their atmospheres,
while the less massive ones lose their gas envelope. This gap
could also be caused by other mechanisms such as core-powered
atmospheric mass loss (Gupta & Schlichting 2019) or in-situ
rocky planet formation in a gas-poor environment (Lee & Chiang
2016).

In this work, we aim to shed more light on these points
by studying the solar-type star K2-38 (2MASS J16000805-
2311213) using the Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanets
and Stable Spectroscopic Observations (ESPRESSO). K2-38 is
a V = 11.34 high-proper motion G2-type star (Henden et al. 2016)
located at 194 pc from the Sun (Gaia Collaboration 2018) in
the Scorpius constellation. This solar-type star has two detected
planets (Cross�eld et al. 2016), preliminarily characterized using
14 HIRES spectra (Sinukoff et al. 2016): the �rst planet is a

1 Source: https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/

high-density super-Earth with an orbital period of 4d, and the
second planet is a low-density sub-Neptune with a period of
10.6d. Sinukoff et al. (2016) reported radii of Rb = 1.55� 0.16 R�
and Rc = 2.42� 0.29 R�, and masses of Mb = 12.0� 2.9 M� and
Mc = 9.9� 4.6 M� for K2-38b and K2-38c, respectively. The
authors claimed that K2-38b could be the densest planet known
to date due to its bulk density of �p = 17.5+8:5

�6:2 g cm�3. We take
advantage of the high RV precision provided by ESPRESSO to
improve the mass measurement of the two planets along with
other properties. We study how this system �ts into the radius
valley scenario and explore the mass-radius relation in terms of
the incident stellar �ux.

The paper is structured into �ve sections. In Sect. 2 we
describe our dataset. Section 3 shows the stellar parameter anal-
ysis and the chemical abundances study. Section 4 details the
photometric and spectroscopic analysis carried out for the plan-
etary characterization. Section 5 contains the discussion of the
previous analysis and Sect. 6 presents the conclusions.

2. Data

ESPRESSO is an ultra-stable �ber-fed high-resolution spectro-
graph installed at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in the Paranal
Observatory, Chile (Pepe et al. 2014). We acquired 43 spectra
of K2-38 as part of the ESPRESSO Guaranteed Time Observa-
tion (programmes 1102.C-0744, 1102.C-0958, and 1104.C-0350)
using the instrument in single Unit Telescope mode. This mode
provides a spectral resolution of R = 140 000 using an on-sky
�ber of 100. The time-span of the sample covers about 240d:
from 19 February 2019 (BJD = 2458533.8) to 16 October 2019
(BJD = 2458773.5). We split the dataset into two subsets due to
the maintenance operations carried out in the instrument on the
last weeks of June 2019 to update its �ber link that produce an
offset in the RV measurements (Pepe et al., in prep.). All of these
spectra were taken with an exposure time of 900 s, except for
�ve cases where we increased it due to bad atmospheric con-
ditions, never exceeding 1800 s to allow a precise solar system
barycentric RV correction. We obtained a mean signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) per extracted pixel of 56.1 at 550 nm for the whole
sample.

We used the public version of the ESPRESSO pipeline Data-
Reduction-Software (DRS)2 to compute the RVs and several stel-
lar activity indicators. The pipeline provides a cross-correlation
function (CCF) for each spectrum using a G2 mask that cov-
ers the entire wavelength range of the instrument (between 3800
and 7880 ¯). The CCFs were built using a RV step of 0.5 km s�1

within a range between �55 and �15 km s�1 centered on the sys-
temic velocity of the star. In the RV time-series, we achieved
a RV precision of 1.0 m s�1 with a RMS of 3.6 m s�1, an
extremely good result for a relatively faint G2 star (V = 11.34)
like K2-38. We combined this time-series with the 14 HIRES
RV measurements of K2-38 published by Sinukoff et al. (2016).
This dataset presents a time-span of �100d: from 24 June 2015
(BJD = 2457197.9) to 3 October 2015 (BJD = 2457298.7). The
HIRES measurements are characterized by a RV precision of
1.5 m s�1 and a RMS of 5.2 m s�1.

As complementary data to the spectroscopic dataset, we
downloaded the available photometric light curve obtained by
the Kepler Space Telescope K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014) from
the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST). This photo-
metric dataset was taken in the long cadence mode characterized
2 https://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines/espresso/
espresso-pipe-recipes.html
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